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**Hints, explanation**

- **Issue in status NEW**

- Check dependency on 'specification writing issue'!
  - if not set, fill in

- **Approved by iTeam?**
  - yes
  - **Set status STARTED and set the EFFORT field**
  - Review strings and update specification document
  - Clarify reviewed specification with spec-owner
  - set the issue to FIXED
  - Give updated spec to spec-owner by email
  - Update specification in CVS announce final spec at announce@specs.openoffice.org
  - CLOSE issue

- no
  - inform spec-writing owner and wait until approved

- Initially the effort can be only estimated.

- Can be done more than once.

- Update the EFFORT field if necessary
  - Set the Completed field to 100 %

This assumes that the issue has been submitted before, as part of another workflow.

'depends-on' field must be set to 'spec-writing issue', this guarantees notification when 'spec-writing issue' is set to status FIXED.

Check if all iTeam-members have approved specification. These information is inside the specification document!